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Abstract
Introduction: Diabetic foot ulcerations or infections (DFUs/DFIs) are common com-
plications of patients with diabetes. This study aimed to explore the impact of non- 
dialysis and dialysis CKD on hospitalized patients with DFUs/DFIs.
Methods: A retrospective cohort study was conducted using the National Inpatient 
Sample	database	for	the	years	2017	and	2018.	Patients	hospitalized	for	DFUs/DFIs	
were included in the study. The primary outcome was lower limb amputations. The 
secondary outcomes were inpatient mortality, sepsis, length of stay (LOS), total hos-
pitalization charges (THC) and disposition.
Results: A	total	of	121,815	hospitalizations	were	included	(26.1%	non-	dialysis	CKD;	
8.4%	dialysis	CKD).	There	was	no	significant	difference	in	amputation	rates	between	
those	on	non-	dialysis	CKD	(adjusted	odds	ratio	[aOR]:	0.96;	95%	confidence	interval	
[CI]:	0.87–	1.06)	and	dialysis	CKD	(aOR:	1.04,	[95%	CI:	0.91–	1.12])	when	compared	to	
non- CKD group. Dialysis CKD group had increased odds of undergoing major am-
putation	 (aOR:	1.74,	 [95%	CI:	1.32–	2.29]),	 in-	hospital	mortality	 (aOR:	3.77	 [95%	CI:	
1.94–	7.31]),	 sepsis	 (aOR:	1.83	 [95%	CI:	1.27–	2.62]),	 longer	LOS	 (adjusted	mean	dif-
ference	 [aMD]:	 1.46	 [95	CI:	 1.12–	1.80)	 and	 higher	 THC	 (adjusted	mean	 difference	
[aMD]:	$20,148	[95%	CI:	$15,968-	$24,327]).	Non-	dialysis	CKD	group	had	increased	
odds	of	sepsis	(aOR:	1.36	[95%	CI:	1.02–	1.82]),	less	likely	to	be	discharged	home	(aOR:	
0.87	[95%	CI:	0.80–	0.95]),	longer	LOS	(aMD:	0.91	[95%	CI	0.69–	1.13])	and	higher	THC	
(aMD:	$20,148	[95%	CI:	$15,968–	$24,327]).
Conclusion: Patients	with	CKD	on	dialysis	had	higher	odds	of	undergoing	major	am-
putation. CKD increased the odds of in- hospital morbidity and resource utilization, 
with the most significant is for those on dialysis.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Foot ulceration is one of the most common complications of pa-
tients with diabetes. The lifetime incidence has been predicted 
to	 be	more	 than	 19%	 in	 patients	with	 diabetes.1 Approximately 
58%	of	diabetic	foot	ulcers	(DFU)	would	evolve	into	diabetic	foot	
infection (DFI).2 DFUs cause a significant burden for the govern-
ment and debility to the patients themselves. The total estimated 
cost for management of diabetic foot in the United States ranges 
from	$9	to	13	billion	annually	in	addition	to	diabetes	care	itself.3 
Furthermore, up to one- fifth of patients with moderate or severe 
DFU will lead to amputation and mortality.1,4 Amputation will af-
fect their ability to perform daily tasks, which in the end will nega-
tively influence their quality of life.5 A study done by Wukich et al. 
showed that patients with diabetic foot perceived lower extremity 
amputation worse than death.6 Therefore, understanding the risk 
factors is an essential issue in order to perform early detection of 
foot complications.

Diabetes is also frequently complicated by kidney disease. 
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a known marker for the gener-
alized vascular status of patients with diabetes. Overall, CKD is 
associated with an increased level of in- hospital mortality, postop-
erative complications, length of stay and hospital costs.7,8 Several 
studies have demonstrated an increase in morbidity and mortality 
in patients on dialysis who develop foot ulcers.9- 11 However, stud-
ies on the influence of chronic kidney disease on diabetes- related 
foot ulcer hospitalization have been inconsistent. Lee et al., in a 
case-	control	 study	 of	 351	DFU	 subjects,	 demonstrated	 a	 signif-
icant relationship between low estimated glomerular filtration 
rate level and major amputation risk in patients diabetic foot.12 
On the contrary, other investigations have shown no significant 
relationship between non- dialysis CKD and DFUs/DFIs on hospi-
tal outcomes.13,14

To our knowledge, the impact of non- dialysis and dialysis CKD 
on patients with DFUs/DFIs has not been explicitly addressed 
among hospitalized patients at a national level. Therefore, this study 
aims to explore the impact of CKD on clinical outcomes and resource 
utilization.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Study data and population

Data were sought from the 2016 and 2017 National Inpatient 
Sample (NIS) database. The NIS is a nationwide database of hospi-
tal inpatient stays across the United States, funded by the Agency 
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). The NIS is part of 
the	Healthcare	Cost	and	Utilization	Project	(HCUP)	and	the	largest	
publicly available national all- payer inpatient healthcare database. 
The samples were collected from all US short- term general and 
other specialty hospitals, excluding Federal hospitals, long- term 
acute care hospitals and rehabilitation hospitals. Samples were 

stratified based on hospital census division, ownership, urban/
rural location, teaching status and hospital beds. It collects data 
for more than 7 million unweighted hospital discharge records 
annually	 and	 approximately	more	 than	35	million	weighted	 hos-
pitalizations	annually.	From	2017	to	2018,	the	NIS	 included	over	
71	 million	 weighted	 discharge	 records	 from	 across	 48	 states.	
In	 2017	 and	2018,	 the	NIS	 provides	 up	 to	 40	 diagnoses	 and	25	
procedures for each hospitalization record. The NIS contains 
a large sample size; therefore, it is ideal for developing national 
and regional estimates of multiple conditions. The International 
Classification of Disease, 10th	 Revision,	 Clinical	 Modification/
Procedure	 Coding	 System	 (ICD-	10-	CM/PCS)	 coding	 system	was	
used to report all medical diagnoses and inpatient procedures re-
corded in the NIS database. Detailed information is available at 
http://www.hcup- us.ahrq.gov. 15

The	NIS	database	was	queried	 for	patients	18	years	and	older	
who had a principal diagnosis of foot ulcers or foot infections and 
any diagnosis of diabetes mellitus using ICD- 10 codes. This cohort 
was further divided based on at least one secondary discharge di-
agnosis of non- dialysis CKD and dialysis CKD. Institutional Review 
Board approval was not needed because the NIS database has com-
pletely removed possible patient identifiers, state level and hospital 
identifiers.15

2.2  |  Outcome measures

The primary outcome was any lower limb amputation. Lower limb 
amputation was further divided into major and minor amputation. 
Major	amputation	was	defined	as	any	amputation	above	the	ankle	
joint.	Minor	amputation	was	defined	as	any	amputation	 limited	 to	
the foot. The secondary outcomes included in- hospital mortality, 
sepsis, disposition, length of stay and total hospitalization charges. 
Disposition was defined as either home discharge or all others (trans-
fer to short- term hospital, skilled nursing facility, intermediate care, 
home	health	care,	against	medical	advice	and	died).	ICD-	10-	CM/PCS	
codes were used to obtain lower limb amputation, major amputa-
tion, minor amputation and sepsis from the cohort (Table S1). The 
other outcome variables were available in the NIS database.

2.3  |  Statistical analysis

The data were analysed using STATA 16.0 (StataCorp). The NIS da-
tabase represents a collection of a complex sampling design that 
includes weighting, clustering and stratification. All analyses were 
conducted using weighted samples based on guidelines outlined 
by	HCUP	NIS.15 Baseline characteristics of patients and hospitals 
were compared among patients presented with DFUs/DFIs based 
on	CKD	status	using	Pearson	chi-	square	for	categorical	variables	
and	ANOVA	for	continuous	variables.	Potential	confounders	were	
identified based on previous literature,10,16 and an initial univariate 
regression analysis was done with a cut- off p- value of .2. Adjusted 
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confounders included the following: a) patient- level: gender, race, 
median income based on patient's zip code, Charlson comorbidity 
index,	peripheral	arterial	disease	(PAD),	obesity,	hypertension	and	
b)	hospital	level:	bed	size,	teaching	status,	region.	Multivariate	re-
gression analysis was used to adjust for possible confounders while 
calculating the primary and secondary outcomes. All p- values were 
two-	sided,	with.05	as	the	threshold	for	statistical	significance.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Baseline characteristics

This	 retrospective,	 nationwide	 cohort	 study	 included	121,815	pa-
tients	hospitalized	for	DFUs/DFIs	in	2017	and	2018.	Of	these	hos-
pitalizations,	there	were	31,780	(26.1%)	hospitalizations	associated	

Variables
Non- CKD 
(n = 79,750)

Non- dialysis CKD 
(n = 31,780)

Dialysis CKD 
(n = 10,285) p

Age	(years)	(95%	CI) 57.1	(56.9–	57.3) 62.8	(62.5–	63.2) 58.7	(58.1–	59.3) <.001

Female 31.0 31.0 34.1 .017

Race

Caucasian 65.0 63.0 39.6 <.001

African American 14.6 19.0 32.3

Hispanic 15.3 13.6 20.6

Asian	or	Pacific	
Islander

0.9 1.33 2.3

Native American 1.2 1.0 2.4

Median	income	in	patient's	zip	codea 

$1-	$45,999 37.3 34.1 41.0 <.001

$46,000–	$58,999 28.4 28.3 26.0

$59,000–	$78,999 20.6 22.3 19.3

$79,000	or	more 13.6 15.3 13.7

Insurance

Medicare 37.3 34.1 41.0 <.001

Medicaid 28.4 28.3 26.0

Private 20.6 22.3 19.3

Uninsured 13.6 15.3 13.7

Hospital bed size

Small 23.2 22.3 18.0 <.001

Medium 32.0 31.1 32.0

Large 44.7 46.6 50.0

Hospital region

Northeast 19.2 19.4 18.9 .006

Midwest 19.2 21.4 18.4

South 42.5 40.2 42.6

West 19.0 19.0 20.2

Teaching hospital 63.8 66.4 73.6 <.001

Comorbidities

Hypertension 65.3 2.4 1.3 <.001

Obesity 26.6 31.6 27.0 <.001

PAD 3.8 5.8 9.6 <.001

Charlson comorbidity index

1 20.0 0.1 0.1 <.001

2 46.4 0.8 0.2

3	or	more 33.6 99.1 99.6

Abbreviations:	CI,	confidence	interval;	CKD,	chronic	kidney	disease;	PAD,	peripheral	arterial	
disease.
aFor	2018.

TA B L E  1 Hospital	and	patient	
characteristics
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with	non-	dialysis	CKD	and	10,285	(8.4%)	hospitalizations	associated	
with	CKD	on	dialysis.	Patients	with	non-	dialysis	CKD	and	CKD	on	
dialysis	were	older	than	those	without	CKD	(mean	age:	62.8	vs.	58.7	
vs.	57.1,	respectively,	p < .001). The highest proportion among the 
three groups was dominated by Caucasians and males. The non- 
dialysis CKD and CKD on dialysis groups also had higher Charlson 
comorbidities	than	those	without	CKD	(score	of	≥3:	99.1%	vs.	99.6%	
vs.	33.6%,	respectively,	p < .001). The baseline characteristic of pa-
tients is presented in Table 1.

3.2  |  Primary outcomes

Table 2 shows the results of the patient outcomes. In total, there 
were	27,610	estimated	amputations	 (3420	major	 amputations	and	
24,190 estimated minor amputations) in the study population. 
Patients	 with	 CKD	 on	 dialysis	 had	 higher	 overall	 amputation	 and	
major amputation rates compared to those in non- dialysis CKD and 
non-	CKD	groups	(25.1%	vs.	23.3%	vs.	22.1%,	respectively,	p = .010). 
However, the difference in minor amputation rates was not signifi-
cant when compared between the groups (p = .664).

Results of multivariate logistic regression analysis of the out-
comes	are	shown	in	Table	3.	After	adjusting	the	confounders,	there	
was no statistically significant difference in the adjusted odds ratio 
(aOR) of overall amputation rates between patients with non- dialysis 
CKD and without CKD. However, patients with CKD on dialysis had 
an increase in odds of having major amputation when compared to 
patients	without	CKD	(aOR	1.74	[CI:	1.32	–		2.29],	p < .001).

3.3  |  Secondary outcomes

Table 2 shows the results of the patient outcomes. When compared 
with the patients without CKD, the non- dialysis CKD and dialysis 

CKD	groups	had	higher	rate	of	in-	hospital	mortality	(0.1%	vs	0.4%	vs	
1.3%,	respectively;	p	<	.001),	sepsis	(1.4%	vs	2.0%	vs	2.3%,	respec-
tively; p	=	.001),	total	hospitalization	charges	($48,555	vs	$61,554	vs	
$77,737,	respectively;	p	<	.001)	and	longer	length	of	stay	(5.63	days	
vs 7.01 days vs 7.67 days, respectively; p	 <	 .001).	 Moreover,	 pa-
tients with non- dialysis CKD and dialysis CKD were less likely to be 
discharged	 to	home	compared	 to	patients	without	CKD	 (37.6%	vs	
37.0%	vs	50.9%,	respectively;	p < .001).

Results of multivariate logistic regression analysis of the out-
comes	 are	 shown	 in	 Table	 3.	 After	 adjustments,	 the	 non-	dialysis	
CKD group was associated with a significantly increased risk of sep-
sis	(aOR:	1.36,	95%	CI	=	1.02–	1.82;	p	=	.036).	In	addition,	the	non-	
dialysis CKD group was also significantly less likely to be discharged 
home	(aOR:	0.87,	95%	CI	=	0.80–	0.95;	p = .002), had higher total hos-
pitalization	charges	($6711,	95%	CI	=	$4214–	$9208;	p < .001) and 
had	longer	length	of	stay	(0.91	days,	95%	CI	=	0.69–	1.13;	p < .001).

After adjusting for the potential confounders, the patients with 
CKD on dialysis were associated with a significantly increased risk 
of	 in-	hospital	mortality	 (aOR:	3.77,	95%	CI	=	1.94–	7.31;	p = .001), 
sepsis	(aOR:	1.83,	95%	CI	=	1.27–	2.62;	p	=	.002).	Moreover,	the	CKD	
on dialysis group also significantly had higher total hospitalization 
charges	($20,148,	95%	CI	=	$15,968–	$24,327;	p < .001) and longer 
length	of	stay	(1.46	days,	95%	CI	=	1.12–	1.80;	p < .001).

4  |  DISCUSSION

The	 current	 study	 analysed	121,815	 admissions	 from	 the	NIS	 da-
tabase to examine the in- hospital outcomes of patients with CKD 
hospitalized for DFUs/DFIs. The results demonstrated that, while 
patients with non- dialysis CKD did not have higher odds of amputa-
tion, patients with CKD on dialysis treatment had increased odds of 
major amputation. Compared to patients without CKD, patients with 
underlying CKD in both groups also had worse clinical outcomes and 

TA B L E  2 Descriptive	statistics	of	primary	and	secondary	outcomes	by	extent	of	kidney	disease

Variables Non- CKD (n = 79,750)
Non- dialysis CKD 
(n = 31,780)

Dialysis CKD 
(n = 10,285) p

Primary	outcomes

All	amputations	(%) 22.1 23.3 25.1 .010

Major	amputations	(%) 2.2 3.3 6.0 <.001

Minor	amputations	(%) 19.9 20.0 19.1 .664

Secondary outcomes

In-	hospital	mortality	(%) 0.1 0.4 1.3 <.001

Sepsis	(%) 1.4 2.0 2.3 .001

Home	discharge	(%) 50.9 37.6 37.0 <.001

Resource utilization variables

Mean	total	hospitalization	charges,	mean	
(95%	CI)

$48,555	
($47,499–	$49,612)

$61,554	($59,640–	$63,467) $77,737	
($73,774–	$81,700)

<.000

Mean	length	of	stay,	mean	(95%	CI)	(days) 5.63	(5.54–	5.71) 7.01	(6.84–	7.18) 7.67	(7.37–	7.97) <.000

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CKD, chronic kidney disease.
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an increase in resource utilization, including length of stay and total 
hospitalization charges.

Several studies showed that CKD was associated with worse 
mortality and morbidity in patients with diabetic foot.9- 12 CKD 
promotes more severe peripheral vascular diseases by causing 
chronic inflammation, oxidative stress and inducing a prothrom-
botic	state.	The	incidence	of	PAD	was	directly	correlated	with	the	
stage of CKD.17 A significant association between CKD and major 
amputation was observed in a retrospective cohort study of 669 
individuals	with	foot	ulcers.	Compared	to	CKD	stage	3,	those	with	
CKD	stage	4–	5	and	CKD	on	dialysis	had	a	higher	 risk	 for	major	
amputation	(hazard	ratios	9.5	and	15.0,	respectively;	p	<	.005).18 
In addition, Sayiner et al. concluded that, in patients with DFUs, 
PAD	tripled	the	odds	of	having	major	amputation.19 On the con-
trary, some studies showed no significant relationship between 
diabetic foot amputation and CKD or initiation of dialysis.13,14,20 
Findings from the current study demonstrated that patients from 
non- dialysis CKD and CKD on dialysis groups had higher overall 
amputations rates compared to patients without CKD. After ad-
justing	PAD	and	other	confounders,	dialysis	treatment	still	signifi-
cantly increased the odds ratio of undergoing major amputation 
by	 74%.	 One	 possible	 explanation	 is	 patients	 receiving	 dialysis	
treatment had worse kidney function compared to other groups. 
Furthermore, dialysis treatment itself might also decrease tissue 
oxygenation and blood flow of the foot. This effect was noticed 
to be more prominent in patients with diabetes than in patients 
without diabetes.21

CKD has consistently been linked to adverse cardiovascular and 
renal outcomes. This association was not only seen in advanced 

CKD but also stage 1 or 2 CKD.22	Poor	clinical	outcomes	of	chronic	
kidney disease patients in hospitalized patients have also been re-
ported in the previous literature.23-	25 Yoshihara et al. showed overall 
increased in- hospital complications of patients with advanced CKD 
(aOR	3.34,	95%	CI	3.09	–		3.60;	p < .001) and patients on dialysis 
treatment	(aOR	2.16,	95%	CI	1.65	–		2.83;	p < .001) when compared 
to patients with non- advanced CKD.23 Dialysis was also reported to 
increase the risk of inpatient mortality ten to twenty times and over-
all complication in patients undergoing total hip and knee arthro-
plasty.24	Furthermore,	Minakata	et	al.	demonstrated	that	the	risk	of	
infection post- coronary artery bypass was doubled even in stage 2 
CKD.25 These studies are consistent with the results from the pres-
ent study. The odds of in- hospital mortality were increased by al-
most fourfold in the dialysis group. A higher incidence of sepsis was 
also noticed in CKD patients, with the highest incidence observed in 
those on dialysis.

The present study also demonstrated the financial burden of 
DFUs/DFIs in the non- dialysis CKD and dialysis CKD population. 
Both groups in this study showed an increase in resource utilization, 
including total hospitalization charges and hospital stays. Some of 
the differences in expense might be accounted for additional inpa-
tient dialysis and nephrology consult. However, patients with non- 
dialysis CKD also faced higher hospitalization charges and more 
extended hospital stays. Worse clinical outcomes, which were evi-
dent in both groups, could have also translated into higher hospital-
ization costs. These findings were consistent with previous studies 
investigating the impact of patients with non- dialysis CKD and CKD 
on dialysis on other medical conditions, including acute pancreatitis, 
post- prostatectomy and heart failure.8,26,27

TA B L E  3 Associations	between	primary	and	secondary	outcomes	and	extent	of	kidney	disease

Variables

Adjusted odds ratio (95% confidence interval)a , p

Non- dialysis CKD Dialysis CKD

Primary	outcomes

All amputations 0.96	(0.87–	1.06),	p	=	.393 1.04	(0.91–	1.12),	p = .609

Major	amputations 0.97	(0.77–	1.23),	p	=	.822 1.74	(1.32–	2.29),	p < .001*

Minor	amputations 0.89	(0.77–	1.02),	p	=	.275 0.89	(0.77–	1.02),	p	=	.105

Secondary outcomes

In- hospital mortality 1.17	(0.60–	2.29),	p	=	.638 3.77	(1.94–	7.31),	p = .001*

Sepsis 1.36	(102–	182),	p	=	.036* 1.83	(1.27–	2.62),	p = .002*

Home discharge 0.87	(0.80–	0.95),	p = .002* 0.98	(0.87–	1.10),	p	=	.768

Resource utilization variables

Adjusted mean (95% confidence interval)b , p

Non- dialysis CKD Dialysis CKD

Additional total hospitalization charges $6711	(4214–	9208),	p < .001* $20,148	(15,968–	24,327),	p < .001*

Additional length of hospital stays 0.91	(0.69–	1.13),	p < .001* 1.46	(1.12–	1.80),	p < .001*

Abbreviations: CKD, chronic kidney disease.
aOdds ratios were adjusted for the following confounders: gender, race, median income based on patient's zip code, Charlson comorbidity index, 
peripheral arterial disease, obesity, hypertension, bed size, teaching status, region.
bMean	differences	were	adjusted	for	the	following	confounders:	patient-	level:	gender,	race,	median	income	based	on	patient's	zip	code,	Charlson	
comorbidity index, peripheral arterial disease, obesity, hypertension, bed size, teaching status, region.
*Statistically significant.
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This study has some important limitations. Firstly, the NIS database 
uses ICD- 10 codes to characterize diagnoses, procedures and hospital-
ization events. The database does not provide laboratory or imaging 
parameters and degrees or extent of DFUs/DFIs. Therefore, there is a 
possibility of misclassification of the diagnoses. Secondly, CKD might 
be under- reported in the NIS database. ICD- 10 codes show a high ac-
curacy for diabetic foot complications and high specificity and low sen-
sitivity for CKD.28,29 Consequently, some CKD patients were included 
in the non- CKD group. It means that the misclassification introduced 
would cause the statistic results more significant. Lastly, there is a risk 
of residual or unmeasured confounders in the retrospective analysis.

5  |  CONCLUSION

The present study demonstrated that the CKD population, particu-
larly the dialysis CKD group, is posed to higher amputation rates, 
worse clinical outcomes and more enormous economic impacts on 
patients with DFUs/DFIs. The results from this study highlight the 
need for more research on ways to prevent diabetic foot complica-
tions in this high- risk population.
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